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Abstract

Space astronomy allows access
to wavelength regions that are not available to ground-based observatories.
Collecting and analyzing radiation emitted
by phenomena throughout the entire electromagnetic spectrum,
the “Four Great Observatories” are performing astronomical studiesmany
overdifferent wavelengths and
overlapping in time enabling concurrent observations. Chandra X-Ray Observatory, deployed
in July 1999,
will observe x-ray images and
spectra of violent, high temperature events and objects to help us understand
black holes, quasars, and high temperature gases. The Space Infrared Telescope Facility
(SIRTF) will
launch in December 2001. Itis capable of observingin the near infrared,3 - 180 micron range and provide
for imaging, photometryas well as spectroscopy. The primary science themes are the detection and study
of brown dwarfs and super-planets, protoplanetary and planetary disks,
debrisultraluminous galaxies and
active galactic nuclei, and deep surveys
of the early universe. The detector arrays offer orders
of magnitude
improvements in capability over past
inbred detectors.
Astronomical missions scheduled for 2005 and beyond
are enabled through advanced technology
(SIM) will use optical interferometry technology, while
development. The Space Interferometry Mission
The Next Generation Space Telescope (NGST) will require large, ultra-light, and deformable mirrors, and
very sensitive instruments.SIM will determine the positions and distances
of stars several hundred times
more accurate then any previous program.
This will allowSIM to probe nearbystars for Earth-sized
planets. SIM will also pioneer a technique
to block outthe light of bright stars to take images
of areas close
in to thestars. NGST is to be launched in
2007 and will studyhow galaxies evolve, howstars and planetary
systems form and evolve, and what the life ofcycle
matter is in the Universe.
SIRTF, SIM and NGSTare part of NASA’s Origins program and Chandra
is part of NASA’s Structure and
Evolution of the Universe program. SIRTF and SIM are managed forNASA by the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL),California Institute of Technology. NGST
is managed by NASA’s Goddard Space
Flight Center andC h a n h is managed by NASA’sMarshall Space Flight Center.
Introduction

This paper expands on the current and
near future NASA Space Astronomy Missionsas well as the plans
for beyond 2005.
Space astronomy allows access to wavelength regions that are not available to ground-based observatories
due to spectral absorption
by the Earth’s atmosphere. Continuous dark times enable space observatories
long continuous exposure times.
In the infrared, space based observatories provide
an additional bonusin
that theyare free of black body radiation
of the Earth’s atmosphere and telescopes
can be cooled down to
very low temperatures,
whch increases the sensitivity
a thousand foldfor a million-fold increase in the
speed of the observations. Wavelengths from gamma rays to far-infrared are available, sometimes on the
same spacecraft.
Great Observatories

The “Great Observatories”, NASA
a
program, is a setof four large space-born observatories, designed to
study the universe over many different wavelengths. The four missions
are overlapping their operations
phases to allow for concurrent and follow-up observations
of features atmany diEerent wavelengths. The
four missions that are
part of the Great Observatories program
are the Hubble Space Telescope (HST), the
Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory (CGRO), Chandra X-Ray Observatory (CXO), and the Space
InfraRed
Telescope Facility(SIRTF). HST was launched in1990 by the NASA Space Shuttle. Subsequently it has

been refurbished with
a number of new instruments and capabilities. More servicing missions to HST are
planned. HST observes the Universe at ultraviolet, visual, near-infmred
and
wavelengths. HST has
contributed to understanding of the expanding universe and to determine the age
the universe
of
to be12
biilion years.CGRO was deployed bythe Space Shuttlein 1991. Its mission is to collect dataon some of
the most violent physical processes
in the universe, characterized
by their extremely energetic emissions.
(3x0was deployedin 1999 andis observing such phenomenaas black holes, quasars,and high
temperature gasesin the x-ray portion ofthe electromagnetic spectrum.And SIRTF, to be launched in
2001, will conclude the series
of Great Observatories by providing coverage
in the infixed part of the
spectrum

Chandra X-Ray Observatory
The Chandra X-Ray Observatory studies the violent universe, phenomena that release their enormous
amounts of energy at x-ray wavelengths, temperatures that reach millions of degrees, high velocity gases
accelerated by gravity to nearly the speed of light, and magnetic fields that are a trillion times stronger
than
the Earth's. Chandra is designed to study
the deaths of stars, collisionof galaxies, explosionof stars that
release heavy elements from their interiors, black holes
and or neutronstars.
quasars
Imaging of star formations and young
stars with Chandra, helps scientists understand the evolution
of life
on Earth. When massivestars or supernovae erupt, they release their content of heavy elements and energy
into the surrounding space. Shock waves formed during
this explosion due to the collision
of ejecta from
the supernova with the circumstellar material, heat
it up to 10 million degrees. Like sonic booms,
this collision furtherstir up the surrounding gas. The bright remnant
in the
secondary waves resulting from
center of the explosion may be a neutronstar or black hole. Thus heavy elements such as carbon, nitrogen,
oxygen and iron, necessary
for life, formed inside the massive
stars, help seed the interstellar
gas, heat it
with their energy
of their radiation,stir it up with their force the
of blast waves and cause new
stars to form.
Other X-ray sourcesare caused by super-hot gas and dust particlesthat are being swallowed up by black
holes. Accretion rate byquasars, due to the tremendous gravity pull, speeds up particles to form a rotating
disk. Collision between particles heats them to many millions of degrees producing x-rays. The study of
the x-rayenergies allows the determination
of the particle motionas they approach the black holes and
gives scientists information about the gravity fields around black holes.
Most galaxiesin our universeare grouped togetherin clusters. These clusters are filled with large clouds of
multimillion-degree gas, held together by gravity and visible
in the x-ray spectrum. However, the mass of
the galaxies andgas together is not suflicient to provide the gravity to hold the clusters together.
So the
theory emerged that additional mass
of dark matter must exist to explain the phenomena.
This in fact would
one lead to conclude that most of
the mass of the universemay be dadc matter collapsed intostars, planets
and black holes that are not observableustodirectly. The study ofthe hot gas by Chandra might shed some
light on the dark matter puzzle.

Chandra was launched July23, 1999 from Shuttle Columbia into a highly eccentric orbit with
maximum
a
altitude of 140,000km. The orbitis 64 hours long with 14 hours
in the high radiation environment the
of
Earth, when the telescope instruments have be
to turned off to avoid damage. The telescope
is being
operated from Harvard-Smithsonian Observatory, the first mission
to be operated at a site other
than a
NASA center.
The telescope system
has very specialized technology. Cylindrical
mirrors have replacednormal mirrors,
which wouldbe penetrated by the x-rays. Two setsfour
of nested mirrors allow
the incoming x-rays to
ricochet off the paraboloid d a c e and hyperboloid surface (Figure 1)betofunneled toward the center
detectors. Themirrors are madeof Zeodur material with
a 600 Angstrom ofiridium coating to create the
smoothest surfaces ever, thus allowing the x-rays to off
graze
its highly polished mirror surfaces. The entire
telescope is wrapped in a multi-layer insulation controlling the temperature inside the telescope, preventing
expansions and contractions
of the mirrors and ensuring greater accuracy
of the observations.

Chanh’s instruments can serve bothas imager or spectrometer. The High-Resolution Camera (HRC)
records the x-ray images between 0.1 and 1 keV
on
its microchannel
plate detectors. The camera
is
composed oftwo detectors, one optimized for imaging the
andother optimized for spectra. The imaging
field of view is 30x30 arcmin with a spatial resolution
of approximately 0.5 arcsec. The HRC complements
the second instrument, the Charged Coupled Imaging Spectrometer (ACIS). ACIS’
two CCD arrays can
provide simultaneous time-resolved imaging and spectroscopy
of up to50 Werent energies within the
range of 0.2 and 10 keV. The imaging field of view
is 16x16 arcmin. In order togain even more energy
information, two screen-like instruments, called diffraction gratings,
are inserted between the telescope and
the detectors. The gratings change the of
path
the x-rays, depending on
its color or energy, and the x-ray
camera record the color and the position. The High Energy Transmission Gratingis(HETG)
used on high
a
resolution, Hdelta (E) ranging from60 to 1000.
to medium energies ranges 0.4
of to 10 keV with spectral
The Low Energy Transmission Grating (LETG) disperses low energies from
0.08 to 2 keV, with a
resolution of 30 to 2000. The study of such a large variety of energies
in the x-ray spectrum enables
scientists to determine the composition
of the objects emitting the radiation and learn about their evolution.
Field-sC-View
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Figure 1. Chandra’s special mirror configuration.
Studying the Universe in the Infrared
- Space InfraRed Telescope Facility

Most objectsin the universe, suchas cool stars, planets, interplanetary dust, interstellar gas and the
universe itselfare too cool to emit visible light, but they doin emit
the infrared. Interstellar dust that
shrouds the center
of galaxies and clusters
is totally opaquein the visible and ultraviolet, but becomes
mostly transparentin the infrared, allowing scientists
to study regionsof star formation. The expanding
universe has objects in the distant universe that move awayus.from
This cosmic expansionshifts the light
from distant galaxies into the
Mared. SIRTF, a cooled meter-class telescope,
with background limited
detectors and multiple instruments,
is going to offer substantial improvement over past and existing
capabilities.
Some ofthe scientific themes to
be pursued by SIRTF are identified below and
are expected to greatly
contribute toour understanding of these phenomena.
1) Objects suchas brown dwarfs and super planets have too little mass to ignite the fusion reactions
of
true stars, but theyare larger and warmerthan planets foundin our solar system.SIRTF will allow
detection and characterization
of the abundance of these objects which can be found
in the haloof

galaxies and in young
star clusters, contributing to the understanding
of the dark matter that
is thought
to exist in the universe. In addition spectroscopy will contribute to the determination
of their nature
and composition.
2) The properties and interrelationships of comets, asteroids, interplanetary dust and other small in
bodies
the Solar System are to
be investigated bySIRTF. The structure and composition
of disks of debris and
SIRTF will be able to
dust sufToundifig nearbystars may be an indicator of solar system formation.
trace the evolutionof these formless cloudsof dust andgas into a mature solar system like By
ours.
comprtring low resolutionspectra of the disk material with emission spectra from comets,
SIRTF
provides comparisonsof the primitive solar system,
of which cometsare thought tobe remnants, with
those of the debris disks around other solar systems.
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Figure 2. SIRTF Sensitivity
3) The study of the physical processes which power the
Ultraluminous Galaxies, which areat the coreof
intense burstsof star formation, stimulated by colliding galaxles and the probing of dust enshrouded
quasars and active galactic nuclei powered by black holes,
will
be at
the centerof SIRTF's inquiry. In
addition spectroscopy will
be able to establish the source and abundance
of heavy metals detected in
the red shift.
4) Deep surveysof the distant and early Universe will
be explored at redshifts greater than3. SIRTF is
expected to discover thousandsof galaxies per square degree
on the sky.
5 ) In addition to these themes,SIRTF is also part of the Origins Program, which seeks to understand the
origins of the Universe, gahues, stars and planets. ThusSIRTF will address a wide range
of
astronomical investigations, including studies
of the outer Solar System, the early stages
of star
formation, and the originof chemical elements.

Figure 3. SIRTF Warm Launch Architecture.
SIRTF will be launchedin December200 1 into anEarth trailing heliocentric orbit, drifting away from
Earth at a rate that bring it out.64
toAU in 5 years. This orbit is favorable for both mass and thermal
reasons andhas considerably helpedsimple and reduce the development cost
of SIRTF. The solar orbit
provides such important advantages
as elimination of occultations and eclipses providing continuous
sky
access and excellent visibility.

SIRTF has taken advantageof considerable infrared detector technology improvements brought by
about
industry, which servedmilitary interests in developing detectors for high-background temperature
environments in wavelengths shorter than30pm. Astronomers have adaptedthis technology for lowd up to 200 pm. Thus SIRTF will feature a
background and high sensitivitysky observations in them
thousand-fold increase in sensitivity. The size of the arrays has increased many thousands of
times
as well.
The benefit ofthis detector revolutionis that observations can now be accomplished in very short
integration times considerably increasing the observatory’s efficiency.
SIRTF features three instruments,
which provide imaging, photometry and spectroscopy over wavelengths ranging from
3.6 pm to 160 pm.
Figure 2 shows the limitingflux as a function of wavelength, an indication of howfaint an objectSIRTF is
able to observe with its complement of detectors
SIRTF will be launchedat ambient temperature and allowed to radiatively in
cool
space. Only the
instrument detectors and the compact cryostat are encased in a vacuum shell on
sitting
top of 360 liters of
superfluid heliumtank that cools the instrument chamber. (Figure
3) Within one week of passivecooling
the temperature of the observatory outer shell
has fallen to 50 O K . The helium boil-off will further cool

-

the inner telescope assembly including the instruments down to
OK.5.5The liquid Helium bath will serve
as a heat sink and remain at 1.5
OK. The outer shell temperature will reach
33 OK.

-

NASA's Origins Program.
The Origins program is a NASA program that looks into the next millennium and defines the high-level
exploration goals between
2000 and 2015, Origins program seeks to understand
the origins of the universe,
galaxies, stars and planets. How did galaxies formin the early universe and what role do galaxies inplay
the appearanceof planetary systems and life?How do stars and planets systems form and are there lifesustaining planets around other
stars? How did life originateon Earth and does it exist elsewhere in the
Universe?
These three leading questions have led to the definition of a number of mission objectives, which
the drive
astronomy missions for the new millennium.
1) The new millennium missions seek to understand the role
p
v
i
t
y plays in the emergence of galaxies

from the smooth particle distribution
of the early Universe. These missions study the birth and agmg
of a galaxy and how this process influences the chemical composition
of stars, planets, and living
Space Telescope (NGST) mission will be designed to achieve
this goal.
organisms. Next Generation
2) A number of missions suchas NGST, Space Interferometry Mission
(SIM) and Terrestrial Planet
Finder (TPF) will be looking
for planetary systems around young
stars and for lifesustaining planets
around otherstars close toour solar system.
3) Rovers, aerobots and in-situ instruments
will be designed tostudy how life arose elsewherein the solar
system and beyond. Bioastronomy will investigate
if life exists elsewhere in the Universe draw
and
parallels from life on
Earth.

Figure 4. Origins Timeline
The technological feat
to accomplish theOrigins science goalsis enormous. The timeline (Figure
4) shows
how chronologically the missions are grouped in order
of increasing technological challenge. The
Precursor missions, whichSIRTF is part off, are technologically very challenging but they
are well along
in their development and/or have become operational.first
TheGeneration missions require
revolutionary new technologies that are currently under development. These include much larger but lighter
optics and collections
of telescopes that together make images sharper than very large telescopes. These
missions will be launched after 2005.
SIM and NGST are part of this group of missions. They
are part of
technology pathfinders to the
Second Generation missions. TPFis currently the only mission planned in

this latter category and will be launched after 2010. And fmallyThird
the Generationmissions will have
to deal with such an enormous technological challenge
at this
that point these missions are only a vision.
Planet Imager (PI)
is the only mission planned
in this category in the time frame after 2015.
The Space Interferometry Mission.

SIM is a space based optical interferometer for precision astrometry. The is
design
a 10-meter baseline,
Michelson beam combiner be
to launched mid-2005, for a minimum 5-year mission lifetime.
SIM will be
performing global astrometry, local astrometry, synthesis imaging and demonstrate the new technology of
fringe nulling for future missions.
SIM will be observing in the band-width between
400 and 1000nm. The
expected all-sky astrometry accuracy tobe achieved by end of mission
is 4 pas. SIM will measure the
proper motionby parallax withan accuracy of 2padyr and the narrow-angle astrometry accuracy
is
expected to be1 pas in one hour for objects
at a distanceof 10 pc.
The primary science objectivesof SIM are to search for planets around
stars within 150 PC, measure
distances to stars throughout the Galaxy and demonstrate fringe nulling technology
for future
interferometry missions. The following science investigations are enabled
by this mission:
Search for astrometric signature
of planets around nearby
stars.
Measure distances tosp&l galaxies using rotational p&llaxes
Study the mass distributionin the halo of our Galaxy
Observation of the dynamics of our local groupof galaxies
Determination of the spiral structure of our Galaxy
Calibration of the cosmic distance "latter"
Determination of the ages of globular clusters
Observation of the internal dynamics
of globular clusters
Measurements ofthe masses and distances MACHOS
to
Determination of accurate masses for low-mass stars
in binaries
Imaging of emission-line gas around black holes in active galactic nuclei
Imaging of dust disks around nearby
stars through nulling.
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Figure 5. SIM Astrometric Measurement White light fringe position measures one coordinate
of star position.

Figure 5 illustrates theSIM interferometer. Itis composed oftwo collectors located at each
en4 an internal
delay line and a beam combiner
to interfere the starlight arriving from each interferometer
arm. As the
beam combiner in order to form white-light fringes,
starlight enters the collectors
it is sent toward the
which occurs when the optical path traversed through thearm
leftis equal to the right arm. An optical delay
line is added to onearm in order to shorten or extend the optical as
path
needed, until theyare equal.
I(n0Wingthe exact delay distance, and the exact distance
of the baseline, the determination
of the angle to
the star is made.
However, in order to measure distances between stars, the space-based platform needs to remain stable at
the pas level. This presents a major challenge when observing dim targets, which require very long
ktegration times. Two additional interferometers (Figure
6) are added to determine the orientation of the
baseline vector- called guide interferometers
- and observe pair
a of bright stars while the science
hterferometer observes a number of science targets.
The spacecraft attitude control system senses from the
guide interferometers the changing baseline orientation and corrects
its movement
for
during the science
will be limitedby the changes in attitude of
observation period. White fringe acquisition and measurements
the spacecraft but also
by the on-board disturbances which vibrate the elements
in the optical system.An
internal metrology system monitors the optical path vibrations. The laser metrology will feed data to the
spacecraft, which will autonomously command the delayto line
a position. Together the external baseline
metrology and the internal metrology allow sufficient stabilization for long science target integration times.
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Figure 6. SIM Optical Layout- Triple Interferometer
Measuring the angle to a distant star two
fromvantage points (figure
7) allows the determination of the
parallax anglen and the distance(D = 1/ parsec) to that star. The bigger the baseline, the better the
accuracy of the measurement. Knowing the distance stars
to in turn provides input to determine the
brightness of the star. This in turn leads to determination
of the chemi@ composition and evolution
of the
star. Usingp
a
r
a
l
l
q SIM will measure distances
to 25 kpc with an accuracy of 10%. SIM will also
determinq distances tostar clusters upto 130 PC, the galactic centerat 8.5 kpc and the large Magellanic
cloud at 50 k p c .
A grid catalog, madeup of q
v and other bright distant
stars, will be established. Science observations
are accomplished using these reference grid stars. Distances to spiral galaxies are performed using
rotational parallaxes and ground based radial velocity measurements, allowing the astrometric

measurement ofgalactic rotation.3-D motions of a large sample
or cluster of stars can thus be studied, their
mass distribution determined, and information about formation and evolution deduced. Using stellar
vekities, the size,mass distribution and dynamics
of our galaxyis studied. The method
to search for
planets around other
stars uses the astrometric detectionof wobble dueto gravitational tugof unseen
planets. Earth-mass planets s
i
is 1650 times d
e
rthan Jupitm size planets andis detectable only
around the neareststars at lOpc away.

As a conclusion,SIM will serve as a technobgy precursor for future interferometers in space. f n addition to
unprecedented sciencer
em it will demonstratethe operation of a Mickelsan interferometerin space,
fringe nulling technology,
control o f thermal and vibration environment, synthesis imaging
in space,
precision deploymentand angle and pathlength control.
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Figure 7. Measuring Distancesin the Galaxy

Next Generation Space Telescope (NGST)

HST and confirmation from CGRO, have established the agetheofuniverse at 12billion years. Telescopes
have been peering farther and farther back
in time and space to study objects from the earliest universe.
5 billion years after the big bang. The Cosmic
HST discovered that galaxies had already formed
Background Explorer (COBE) looking back
as far as 1to 100 million years from the big bang, shows only
are believed to have led to the formation
very slight differences
in the densityof matter, differences which
of larger structures such
as galaxies. NGST will be designed to investigate the time
1 billion years from the
big bang, a time when primordial matter began to form into galaxies and stars.
NGST's science objectivesare to studythe birth of the first galaxies, the formation
of stars and planets, the
shape and evolution
of the universe, the chemical evolution
of the universe and the
nature of dark matter.
The target objects for these studies are deep fields, the universe
at redshifts beyondz > 2, supernovae,
stellar populations, cosmic distances and objects from the Kuiper Belt. Flux densities
of these observations
are in the rangeof nanoJanskys - Figure 8. These major science drivers have led to technology
requirements for very large apertures, (ultralight
8 m deployable telescope) infrared capabilities, (cryogenic
optics and radiatively cooled telescope) and very large detector arrays observing
in the rangefrom 0.5 to 30
pm with a cosmic background limited sensitivity. Due to limited integration
& test on the ground of these

very large structures, the mission and flight design must lend themselves to ease and flexibility in
operations The technology breakthroughs required for NGST have put its launch 2008.
after The mission
lifetime goalis up to 10 years.
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Projected NGST Sensitivities - 10000 s e c . Exposure, S/N = 100; WAh = 3

As is the case forall advanced NASA missions, the development strategy for NGST
is to establish themain
science design drivers and determine the technology requirements to implement those dnvers.on
Based
available industry technology, heavily leveragingmilitary
of
spin-offs and with new
NASA funded stretch
technologies, a detailed technical, cost and science trade
is performed. Fromthis trade study emerges a
cost driven implementation plan and technology roadmap. More and more frequently international
or other
agency contributionsare included in the mission trade space to make the mission feasible.
The technology roadmap becomes the critical path for the mission. Rapid prototyping shows the feasibility
of key technologies required for the mission. A robust pre-development technology program with welldefined technology milestones is the next essential step. Ground testing and flight technology
demonstrations validate the new technology. And finally
the technology if successfully validated in flight
is
used to develop the ambitious science mission. Consequently the lead-time
for
this mission
is very long and
NGST won’t be launched until late
in the first decade
of the new millennium.

Conclusions
The Great Observatories are leading the astronomical discoveries intonew
the millennium. They serveas
scientific and technologic precursors to the much more ambitious missions under development for the
Origins program, whose questis to study the origins of the universe, galaxies,stars, planets and life itself.
Challenges for those missions are many orders
of magnitude larger and they
are crucially dependenton the
successful technology roadmap paving their future. Keeping the precarious balance between technological
advances and mission simplicity
is the great challenge coming with
a bold science program.
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